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A place where we find delight in the detail... for a little can go a long way.
At Avenida Home, we love creating charming pieces that can bring joy into your daily life. We believe it’s the quirky
things that ignite curiosity and spark a smile that make your house a home. And our selection of curiously curated
homeware can do just that.
With an appreciation for design, artistry and timeless craft, we search the world to discover talented artists and
designers that capture our imagination. Each piece in our collection starts life as an original work of art, before it’s
thoughtfully transformed at our studio into beautiful pieces.
Because it’s true when they say a little can go a long way. The right details help set the scene, and the perfect pieces
help set the backdrop for a warm and happy home.
From a cosy afternoon in, curled up in your favourite chair enjoying a cuppa, to throwing a dinner party for friends and
family, it’s a great feeling to feel good about your home!
Avenida Home
Beautiful things for beautiful living.
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NOTES TO EDITOR :
Avenida means avenue in Spanish, a word filled with connotations of discovery.
It’s exactly what Isabel Saiz had in mind when she founded Avenida Home in 2010. Her dream; to bring new and
unexpected designs, beauty and quality to home accessories.
Tablemats, placemats and coasters - Made by laminating exquisite prints over the highest quality wooden board.
A protective melamine coating is then applied to the face and non-slip, black baize felt or cork on the underside.
Heat resistant to 160°C.
Birch wood trays - Individually hand made from the finest Scandinavian birch wood specifically sourced for its
fine grain and rare width - the trays have no joins and are made from single sheets of birch providing a high
quality finish and longevity of use.
Linens – 100% European linen. Tablecloths and Kitchen Towels have mitred corners. Machine washable.
Ceramics - Made of fine but durable porcelain these colourful mugs are sprayed glazed by hand - only this way
can we achieve the beautiful enamel like finish and the unique colours. The quirky flower motive glistens in
metallic gold.
Chopping Boards - Made in Sweden from high quality waterproof birch wood ply, they can be used as cheese and
charcuterie boards on the table.
Glass platters - Made from 100% recycled glass and printed in England, they are heat resistant to 180°C. Perfect
as a decorative surface protector.
Price for these affordable luxuries ranges from £6 to £300
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